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List of accepted presentations

**Alexander Ahrens** - A Hundred Years Ago: Military Landscapes of the Southern Jordan Valley during World War I

**Christopher Alario** - The Trumbull map, a 17th century Ottoman manuscript strip map of the Tigris and Euphrates and Persian Gulf

**Mirela Altič** - Defending the Sovereignty: Borderland Mapping on the Edges of the Ottoman Empire

**Yoav Arbel** - Facts and Preconceptions in Late Ottoman Jaffa: A Joint Cartographic and Archaeological Survey

**Merve Senem Arkan** - Mapping the Ottoman Cyprus through Travellers’ Eyes

**Rüstem Aslan** - Mapping the Homeric landscape: from mythology to reality

**Durnev Atilgan Yagan, Goksun Akyurek** - Texts into Maps: Challenges in Mapping Mid-Nineteenth Century Istanbul’s Real Estate Market

**Wouter Bracke** - From the Atlas de l’Europe by Philippe Vandermaelen (1828-1833) to the Weiss Map by Thomas Best Jervis (1854-1855). The role of the Etablissement géographique de Bruxelles in the map production of European Turkey

**Bekir Cantemir** - Reading the History of Ottoman Cartography on Fire and Insurance Maps (1850-1950)

**Christos Chalkias, Antonis Hadjikyriacou, Christophoros Vradis, Vangelis Papadias** - Economy, environment and landscape in the Cypriot longue durée: Kitchener’s trigonometrical survey of Cyprus in dialogue with Ottoman fiscal sources

**Wolfgang Crom** - On the Edition of the Monumenta cartographica Africae et Aegypti

**Ségoïène Debarre** - "Classical" vs "actual" Orient? Heinrich Kiepert’s mapping of Anatolia (1841-1899)

**Imre Demhardt** - German Maps for the Asian Fronts of the Ottoman Empire, 1915-1918

**Efe Erünal, Mustafa Erdem Kabadayı, Piet Gerrits** - Using Ottoman Cadastral Maps for Spatial and Demographic History: A Case of Seven Bursa Villages in the Mid-Nineteenth Century

**Jürgen Espenhorst** - Mapping the Ottoman Empire as a subject of the English-German relations in the early 19th century

**Serkan Gazel, Ebru Akçapınar Sezer, Yalçın Balcı** - A Mobile Touch to Archaeological Cartography
Piet Gerrits, Mustafa Erdem Kabadayı - Towards a Late Ottoman Transport GIS: Using Automatic Feature Extraction to model and analyse the Ottoman Transport network system in Southeast Europe during the 19th century

Francis Herbert - ‘Map of Eastern Turkey in Asia, Syria and Western Persia’: military survey, archaeology, toponymy, international boundaries, the Great War, and ethnography in the 1:2 000 000 map published from 1910 by the Royal Geographical Society (London).

Žarko Ilić - Hydrography of the Balkans on the maps of European Turkey in the first half of the 19th century

János Jeney - Mapping of North-Western Anatolia by the Lénard Expedition

Alexander Johnson – Mapping Ottoman Railways

Peri Johnson - Mapping Paphlagonia: Altertumswissenschaft, archaeology, and geography in the writing of Gustav Hirschfeld and Richard Leonhard

Mustafa Erdem Kabadayi, Daniel Ohanian, Z. Mehmet Başkurt - Mapping and geo-spatially examining excerpts from an early 20th century Ottoman census on insurance and urban planning maps of Istanbul

Esra Karadag - Transfer of Modern Mapping to the Ottoman Empire: A Consideration on the Maps of Istanbul (1775-1866)

Vedat Keleş, Michael Deniz Yılmaz, Soner Özmen - Visitors of Parion During the Ottoman Empire

Stefan Knost - A German botanist mapping the Ottoman far East: Carl Haussknecht’s travels (1865 and 1866-69) in rural Eastern Anatolia and its impact on cartography

Louis Le Douarin - Ottoman legacy in the French mapping of the Levant States, change of rule and cartographic continuity

G. Salim Mohammed - Ottoman Era Maps at the David Rumsey Map Center

Tobias Mörike - Shared Ambitions. Revisiting German-Ottoman Map Making

Anani Nora - Classification of cartography sciences in Miftah as-Sa’ada wa Misbah as-Siyada of Tashköprüzade Ahmed and Ottoman narrative sources

Ferdinand Oppl - The Antagonism between the Ottomans and the Habsburgs reflected in Islamic-Ottoman and Christian-Western Cartography

Dasa Pahor - Lithographed Late Ottoman Atlases

Detlev Quintern - Ulrich Jasper Seetzen – an early scientific travelogue mapping late Ottoman Constantinople

Akin Sefer, Jillian Ma - Geo-Locating Ottoman Villages: The Use of Ottoman-Turkish Military Maps in Digital Humanities

Zsolt Török - Cartographic Circles: Information transfer in The Case of the Maps of the Habsburg-Ottoman Military Frontier (16-18th c.)
Ahmet Üstüner - Analyzing an Ottoman Geographer: Location Accuracy on Katip Çelebi’s Maps

Sebastien Willert - Mapping Damascus during the First World War. A German-Ottoman cooperation of cartography, archaeology and military?

Huseyin Yilmaz - Before the Middle East: An Encounter of Geographical Visions between Europe and the Ottoman Empire